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About Fraudio

We are a pioneering cloud-based SaaS solution designed to 
fight complex payment fraud and financial crime by using 
the most advanced artificial intelligence tools and 
techniques.

Our mission is to connect every payment service provider, 
merchant acquirer, issuer, and other players in the payments 
chain to our powerful, centralized AI brain and form the 
world's largest and best payment fraud detection network.

Home to Billions of transactions
Processing +50M txns/ month
Assessing more than 500k merchants



Real-time contextualisation 

The centralized AI looks up a 
range of data associated with the 
transaction, card, merchant, and 
BIN to provide additional context.

Our Technology

Segmentation 

Extremely granular models are 
used to segment our dataset by 
triangulating each segment, 
taking in to account the channel, 
MCC industry code, and location.

Centralised dataset 

All our data is centralised into a 
single dataset. The data is built 
from customers in the issuing and 
acquiring sides which allows us to 
leverage and learn from it.



The Evolution

First Generation Second Generation Third Generation
Siloed Datasets Centralize Dataset



Big Data



Big Data

Velocity

Real Time - Payment Fraud Detection

Connecting to our API gives you instant access to thousands 
of supervised and unsupervised machine learning models 
trained using networked datasets containing billions of 
transactions. 

This powerful AI ensures your transactions are assessed 
against the most current information around fraud allowing 
you to reduce chargebacks and fraud while letting through 
as many good transactions as possible



How it Works: Real-Time Transaction Fraud Detection 
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Merchant Fraudio Customer Fraudio API
Powerful AI crunches 
billions of calculations
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- Customer sends a payment transaction
- Fraudio returns a transaction fraud score in milliseconds

Depending on the fraud 
score the transaction is:

White-list (auto accept)
Let through
Screen further (i.e., 3D Secure)
Block

• Supervised machine learning 
f ind patterns based on our 
known fraud database

• Unsupervised machine learning 
detects emergent patterns 

Cardholder
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Under the hood: Real-Time Transaction Fraud Detection 
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Card transaction 
information is sent to 

Fraudio 

Fraudio captures 
the data

The transaction data is 
added to Fraudio's 

centralized database

AI contextualizes this 
transaction with all past data 
for this card, BIN, merchant, 

country and more

AI chooses the best model 
(out of thousands of 

complex decision tree-based 
models) to serve this unique 

transaction 

Fraudio sends score + traffic 
light recommendation back 

to customer
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The Decision
Example - ML Model for:

- Channel Pos

- MCC Code 5912 

- Merchant Country Netherlands



The Decision
Fraudio’s main Machine Learning models make a weighted decision based on 

• 200 Decision Trees

• 1000 Data Features

• 20 Deep Decisions

• 200 * 2 ^ 20 ‘Rules’ 

• 200 Million weighted ‘Votes’



Big Data 

Volume

Merchant Initiated Fraud Detection

We use cutting edge AI machine learning 
techniques to deliver continuous, real time 
assessment and long-term profiling of your 
merchants behaviour. 

This pioneering AI makes possible the comparison 
of your merchants against our extensive and ever 
evolving dataset of comparable and contrastable 
merchants and their activities. 

This results in real time informative reporting so 
you can take action in time.



Merchant Initiated Fraud
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Fraudulent Merchant Fraudio Customer Fraudio
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We look for normal activity and spot 
anomalies, and can identify underlying 

trends that suggest risky merchant 
behaviour, sending alerts in near real-time

Block

Start investigation

Monitor Merchant pre-investigation

Customer Sends:

• Payments, transfers, withdrawals…

• Merchant onboarding info, KYC, KYB…
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Customer Receives:

• Coded Alerts

• Explanations

• Relevant Data



Merchant Initiated Fraud Analysis
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Merchant Initiated Fraud Analysis



Merchant Initiated Fraud Analysis



Big Data 

Variety

eCom MCC Classifier

Enables the automatic assignment of MCC’s and the 
periodic scanning and verification of existing ones for 
eCommerce Merchants.

Can identify MCC mismatches and transaction 
laundering



eCom MCC Code - Web Crawler + Classifier

The Process

- Collects Datasets from crawling Merchant URL’s

- Unstructured large datasets

- Assessment of Dataset using AI & NLP for hierarchal 

classification

- Predicts Merchant Industry and Classifier

Used for:

- Checking of onboarding assessment

- Automatic re-checking of website periodically

- Checking for non-complying content/products

- Transaction laundering detection



FIGHT FRAUD SMARTER

VISIT OUR WEBSITE: FRAUDIO.COM


